Introduction.
In previous papers by the author (Dilworth [l, 2] )(2) methods were developed for studying the arithmetical properties of Birkhoff lattices, that is, the properties of irreducibles and decompositions into irreducibles. These methods, however, required the assumption of both the ascending and descending chain conditions. In this paper we give a new technique which is applicable in general and which under the assumption of merely the ascending chain condition gives results quite as good as those of the previous work. Now the descending chain condition is equivalent to the requirement that every ideal(3) be principal. Hence if the descending chain condition does not hold we find it convenient to relate the arithmetical properties of the lattice to the structure of its lattice of ideals. Furthermore since the Birkhoff condition itself may lose much of its force if the descending chain condition does not hold, a lattice is defined to be a Birkhoff lattice if every element satisfies the Birkhoff condition (4) in the lattice of ideals. Hence if the descending chain condition holds, this definition reduces to that used in the previous papers. In the lattice of ideals, the existence of sufficient covering ideals to make the Birkhoff conditions effective can be proved.
In Dl and D2 it was shown that the arithmetical behavior of an element a was closely related to the structure of the quotient lattice ©a generated by the elements covering a. Here we make a similar correlation with the structure of the quotient lattice of ideals 2a generated by the ideals covering a. The important properties of ©a follow from its finite dimensionality. 80 on the other hand is in general not finite dimensional and thus one of the essential problems of the present treatment is the proof of the archimedean character of 2a in the cases of interest.
If the descending chain condition holds, the Birkhoff condition is equivalent to Mac Lane's point-free exchange axiom E6 (Mac Lane [l] ). Now E5 is independent of covering conditions, which suggests that it should be closely related to the Birkhoff condition in the lattice of ideals. We show that the Birkhoff condition in the lattice of ideals always implies E5 and, if each principal ideal is covered by only a finite number of ideals, the two conditions are equivalent.
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(2) These papers will be referred to as Dl and D2. (3) An ideal is a sublattice which contains with each element all of its divisors. G. Birkhoff (Birkhoff [l] ) uses the term dual ideal for such a sublattice.
(4) See § 1, Conditions B1 and B1'.
In Dl it was shown that a lattice of finite dimensions has unique irreducible decompositions if and only if it is a Birkhoff lattice in which every modular sublattice is distributive.
This result no longer holds if we drop the descending chain condition as we show by an example. However, by strengthening slightly the condition that every modular sublattice be distributive, we have the following theorem: Theorem 6.6. Let © satisfy the ascending chain condition. Then every element of © is uniquely expressible as a reduced crosscut of irreducibles if and only if the following conditions hold. E5 . (Mac Lane's point-free exchange axiom.) aZ)b^>a(~\c, c^af^c implies that Cxr^aC\c exists such that cZ)ciZ)a,r\c and & = aP\(Z)Uci).
A. aVJb^x^aC^b, ar\x = b(~\x = aC\b implies x=aC\b.
If we go over to the lattice of ideals, E8 may be replaced by the condition that © be a Birkhoff lattice, and A, by the requirement that the ideals covering a principal ideal generate a Boolean algebra.
In D2, Birkhoff lattices in which the number of components in the irreducible decompositions of each element is unique were characterized in terms of the structure of the quotient lattices ©". We prove here: Theorem 5.1. Let © be a Birkhoff lattice satisfying the ascending chain condition and let 8 denote its lattice of ideals. Then the number of components in the irreducible decompositions of each element of the lattice © is unique if and only if the ideals covering any principal ideal of the lattice ? generate a dense, modular sublattice of By means of ideal methods we give a new proof of the Kurosch-Ore decomposition theorem for modular lattices in its most general form. The proof rests on the fact that if an element of a modular lattice has a decomposition into irreducibles then the sublattice generated by the ideals covering the element is of finite dimensions.
Finally § §7 and 8 contain examples which show the complications which may arise when the descending chain condition does not hold.
1. Notation and definitions. The fixed lattice of elements a, b, c, ■ ■ ■ will be denoted by @. W and C\ will denote union and cross-cut in place of the symbols (,) and [, ] used in Dl and D2. Z) denotes lattice division. a = b is defined by the two formulas aZ)b, b^)a. If a~Z)b, a^b and aZ)xZ)b implies a = x or x = b, we say that a covers b and write a>b. Elements which cover the null element z of a lattice are called points and elements covered by the unit element u are said to be simple.
A lattice © satisfies the ascending (descending) chain condition if every chain fliC^C^C ' ' ■ (^O^O^D " • • ) has only a finite number of distinct elements. If both the ascending and descending chain conditions hold, © is said to be archimedean or of finite dimensions.
Throughout the paper we shall be particularly interested in lattices which satisfy the following weak form of the modular axiom.
Bl. a>ar\b->a\Jb>b($).
Another form of Bl is the following:
Bl'. b>a, c3a, c^)b-^b\Jc>c.
If Bl' is satisfied for a given a and any b and c we say that a satisfies the Birkhoff condition in @. Hence Bl holds in @ if and only if each element of © satisfies the Birkhoff condition.
We state now some lemmas on elements satisfying the Birkhoff condition which are refinements of Lemmas 3.1-3.3 of D2. Lemma 1.1. Let a satisfy the Birhoff condition in © and let ai, ■ ■ ■ , ak>a. Then each union independent^)
set of the at is contained in a maximal independent set.
The usual proof is valid under the weaker hypotheses of the lemma. Lemma 1.2. Let a satisfy the Birkhoff condition and let ai, • • • , ak>a. Then each union independent set of the ai generates a Boolean algebra.
We note that the usual proof (for example Theorem 2.3 of Dl) is not valid in this case since it depends upon the existence of a rank function. Under the hypotheses of the lemma, complete chains need not have the same length and hence a rank function will in general not exist. Now let A and B be two arbitrary subsets of the set {ai, ■ ■ ■ , a*}. Let S(/l) denote the union of the elements of A and denote the set-theoretic union and cross-cut of A and B by AVJB and Af~\B respectively.
We shall show that = S(i)n2(B')-Thus 2(4n5') = 2(i)n2(5')D2(4)n2(£)D2(4n5). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
The dual of condition Bl is the condition B2. aVJb>b-^>a>aC\b.
G. Birkhoff (Birkhoff [2] ) has proved the following lemma which relates Bl and B2 to modularity. Lemma 1.5. An archimedean lattice © is modular if and only if Bl and B2 are satisfied.
2. Lattice ideals. A sublattice a of © is said to be an ideal if xDa, a6(t implies x£a. If a consists of all elements x such that xZ)a for a fixed a, then a is said to be a principal ideal and we write a = (a). Now suppose that © satisfies the descending chain condition. Then the set of elements in a has a crosscut which can be expressed as a cross-cut of a finite number of them and hence belongs to a. Thus a consists of all divisors of a fixed element of © and hence is principal. Conversely, if every ideal of © is principal, then a descending chain aOaO ■ ■ ■ generates an ideal a which consists of all x such that x~2>ak for some k. But then a = (a) and cOa* for some k. Hence a=ak = ak+i= • • • and every descending chain has only a finite number of distinct elements. We thus have Lemma 2.1. © satisfies the descending chain condition if and only if every ideal is principal.
The set of ideals of © will be denoted by 8. Definition 2.1. The union a^Jb of two ideals a and b is the set of all elements x such that xZ)a*Ub for some a£u and &£b. Similarly the cross-cut ctPib is the set of all elements y such that y^)aC\b for some a£a and b(£b.
It is readily verified that the union and cross-cut so defined are ideals and that 8 is a lattice under these operations. The union aWb is simply the settheoretic cross-cut of a and f>.
The definition of cross-cut may be readily extended to any subset 5 of 8. 11(5) consists of all elements of © which belong to the cross-cut of a finite number of ideals of S. If © has a unit element u, the union 2(S) is also defined and is simply the set-theoretic cross-cut of the ideals of 5. If a and f) are principal ideals a=(a) and b = (b), then by Definition 2.1 aVJb = (a\Jb) and ar^b = (aC\b). Hence the set of principal ideals forms a sublattice of 8 which is isomorphic to © and we may thus consider © as a sublattice of 8. We note that p is the set-theoretic union of the elements of the ideals a, b, • ■ • , U, • ■ ■ . For if xGp, then x divides a finite cross-cut of the ideals of the chain and hence divides some ideal of the chain. Now suppose p -a. Then aGp and a£u for some u. But then u = (a) contrary to assumption. Hence p^a.
The results so far have been independent of the well ordering hypothesis. However, to prove the fundamental property of the ideals we must assume that the elements of © can be well ordered. This will be assumed through the remainder of the paper. Proof. Let U be the set of all elements x such that xZ)a. Let U be well ordered, U=\xv\,v<a.
Define a0 = b. Now suppose that a"has been defined for all p<v in such a way that aM?^(a), a^Due' if and aMP\x(l = aM or atir\xll = a. Let c, be the cross-cut of all aß with p<i>. Then (a) by Lemma 2.3. If c,r\x,^{a), let a"=c,Pix"; otherwise let a,= c,. Then av5*(a) and aOa". au n<v-Clearly avC\xv = a or u". Now let p = IL<(ra,.. Then p^a by Lemma 2.3 and bDp. If pDO(a) and p5^u, there exists an element xG« such that x£p. Since xDa we have x=x" for some v. But then u"P\x=a since otherwise xOaOP which contradicts x£p. Thus a = fcH^DpHa = aDa and a = (a). Hence p>a.
In the special instances of Boolean algebras and distributive lattices, Theorem 2.1 gives respectively the existence of the prime ideals of Stone (Stone [l] ) and the maximal collections of Wallman (Wallman [l] ). We next prove a theorem which enables us to pass from ideal relations to the corresponding element relations. The following lemma is required. 
) and a,-is clearly in a;. Since the lemma is trivially true when n(a) = 1 by Definition 2.1, the proof is complete. We conclude this section with two useful lemmas on irreducibles(7).
Lemma 2.5. If q is irreducible in ©, then q is irreducible in ?.
For if q is reducible in 2, then q = af~\b, a, b^q. But then q = aC\b, «Gct, &Gf> by Theorem 2.2. Clearly a^q and b^q. Hence q is reducible in ©. Inverting the logic gives the lemma. 3. Birkhoff lattices. In Dl and D2 a lattice satisfying Bl was defined to be a Birkhoff lattice. Since both the ascending and descending chain conditions were assumed to hold, Bl was never satisfied trivially. Now in a sufficiently general lattice no covering relations may exist and Bl will hold vacuously. Hence we formulate a more general definition which reduces to that used in Dl and D2 if the descending chain condition holds. (') An element q is said to be cross-cut irreducible or simply irreducible if q = a(~\b->q = a or g = b. q is said to be union irreducible if q -ayjb->q = a or q = b.
A lattice © is never vacuously a Birkhoff lattice since by Theorem 2.1 covering ideals always exist. Furthermore if the descending chain condition holds, then every ideal is principal and © is a Birkhoff lattice if and only if Bl holds in ©.
Now if © has a unit element u and a is any element of ©, then the union of the ideals covering a exists and will be denoted by Ua. Let 2a denote the quotient lattice of all ideals of 2 which are divisible by u" and which divide a. Then 2a is a dense sublattice of 2 and every proper divisor of a in 2 divides some point ideal of 2a by Theorem 2.1. Clearly 2" reduces to the sublattice ©" of the previous papers if the descending chain condition holds. The essential properties of ©a followed from its finite dimensionality.
But 2a is in general not finite dimensional.
However we now prove a theorem which insures the archimedean character of 2a in most cases of arithmetical interest. We need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. Let © be a Birkhoff lattice. Then if pi, •■■ , pk is a maximal independent set of point ideals of 2a, the length of any chain of 2a is not greater than k.
Since the length of any chain is one less than the number of distinct members of the chain, the lemma follows immediately from Lemma 1.4 and Definition 3.1. However not all of the irreducibles belonging to any one <Zj may be dropped out since otherwise a = qnC\ ■ ■ ■ r\qnkn
contrary to pi>a. Hence a has a decomposition having at least n components. But this contradicts our assumption that the number of components is less than n. Hence 2a is archimedean and of length less than n. On the other hand let the number of components be unbounded. Then for If 2a is archimedean it has some simple structure properties which follow from the Birkhoff condition. If 2a is not archimedean it will in general neither be complemented nor will every ideal be expressible as a cross-cut of simple ideals(9). In the archimedean case an arbitrary complement of a in 2a will be denoted by a'. On the other hand let c be characteristic and let g be an irreducible associated with c. Then qVJ c' >g for every c'. For there is a point ideal p such that c'Dp, c!j)p since otherwise we would have c'=a and C = ua contrary to the definition of a characteristic ideal. Now gWp=gUua>g since q is irreducible in 2 by Lemma 2.5. Hence gUua = gWc' = gUp>g. Now if c'Ho^o, then c'ngDp>a and hence cOp, gDP by Theorem 2.2. But then Op and hence a = cHc'Dp which is impossible. Thus c'C\q=a for every c'. We may take r to be the simple ideal itself. 4. Lattices with unique decompositions. This section will be devoted to the proof of the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Let © satisfy the ascending chain condition. Then each element of © has a unique representation as a reduced cross-cut of irreducibles if and only if© is a Birkhoff lattice and 2a is a Boolean algebra for each a.
We begin with a series of lemmas, the first of which proves the necessity of the conditions of the theorem.
Lemma 4.1. Let © satisfy the ascending chain condition and let each element have a unique representation as a reduced cross-cut of irreducibles. Then © is a Birkhoff lattice and £a is a Boolean algebra for each a. For let the hypotheses of the lemma be satisfied and let every three ideals covering a principal ideal generate a Boolean algebra. We show first that the ideals of any finite set of ideals covering a principal ideal are independent. Suppose that for any a every k-l ideals covering a are independent. Lemma 4.4. Let © be a Birkhoff lattice satisfying the ascending chain condition in which every three ideals covering a principal ideal generate a Boolean algebra. Let q be an irreducible of © such that gZ)a; f), c>a and b^C. Then either qZ)b or gDc.
Let us suppose that for some a we have gDo; b, c>a, bp* c, git) b and g!j) c. We shall show that a proper divisor a' of a exists with the same properties and hence the lemma follows from the ascending chain condition. Now q^a since otherwise q = bC\c contrary to the irreducibility of q. Hence gZ)p>« by Theorem 2. least one element of © does not have a unique decomposition into irreducibles. But then there are three ideals covering a principal ideal which are dependent. These three ideals generate a complete, modular, non-distributive sublattice of 8 of order five.
5. Unicity of the number of components. In the previous section lattices with unique irreducible decompositions were completely characterized as Birkhoff lattices with certain special properties. Simple examples show that a similar characterization of lattices in which the number of components is unique will require lattices that are considerably more general than Birkhoff lattices. Hence we shall restrict ourselves to the characterization of Birkhoff lattices having the number of components unique. We prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1. Let © be a Birkhoff lattice satisfying the ascending chain condition. Then the number of components in the reduced decompositions of each element into irreducibles is unique if and only if 8a is modular for each a.
As in §4, the proof rests on a series of lemmas.
Lemma 5.1. Let © be a Birkhoff lattice satisfying the ascending condition. Then the number of components in the irreducible decompositions of a is unique if and only if 8tt is archimedean, modular, and every characteristic ideal of 8a is simple.
Since the ascending chain condition holds each element of © has a decomposition into irreducibles. Now if the number of components in the irreducible decompositions of a is unique it is certainly bounded and hence 8» is archimedean by Theorem 3. Let every characteristic ideal of 2b be simple for every proper divisor b of a. We shall show that every characteristic ideal of 2a is simple and the lemma follows by the ascending chain condition.
If C is a characteristic ideal of 2a which is not simple, let q be an associated irreducible. If x is any element of © divisible by q, let qx denote the union of the point ideals of 2X divisible by q. Then since c is a characteristic ideal associated with q we have 0q0 and hence qa is not a simple ideal of 2a-Now suppose that for every two point ideals p and p' such that qa3)p, p' we have q0Wp = q0Wp'. Then ua= q«Wua= qA-^p>qa and q" is simple contrary to assumption.
Hence there are two point ideals p and p' such that q0I[)p, qaIt)p', and q0Wp5*q0Up'. Now qr\(qa^p\Jp') = (qr\ua)r\(qa\Jp\Jp') = qa\J(qr\ua r\(pKJp')) = qaKJ(qr\(p^Jp')) since 2a is modular. If flT\(pUp') ^a, we have g/"XpUp'Opi>a.
If p' = pi. we have Op' and hence qOp' contrary to hypothesis. Thus piT^p and pi^p'. Now pUp'Dp^pOp and pWp^p. Hence pWp' = pWpi by the Birkhoff condition. Since OPi we have qOpi and hence qoWpDpiVJpDp'. But then qaWp = qaWp' which contradicts the definition of p and p'. Thus gn(pWp') =a and gPi(qaVJpWp') = q". Now suppose that q" is not principal. Let X be the set of all elements x such that qZ)xZ)(\a, q^x. If x£_X, let px = qC\(x\Jp\Jp').
Clearly X generates qa. We shall show (1) There exists an x0£X such that xKJpyjp' >px>x for all x£X, XeOx. Then 3c£I and aOg^(xWpUp') = px. Hence each element of q" divides some px and thus the ideals px generate qa. Now lety be an arbitrary element of q^p. Then yZ)qa and hence 3OP1 where x<Ox by (2). But then by (1) xWpUp'>px>x and px^p since otherwise gDp. Now xUpWp'DpxWpDpx and pxVJp^px-Hence xUpUp' = pxVJp which gives pxWpDp'. Thus yWpDp' for every y and hence q<AJp3p'. The assumption that q0 is not principal has thus led to a contradiction and we conclude that qa is principal, say q"= (01). Since a\ is a proper divisor of a, by hypothesis we have uai>q01. Hence q^UfaiUpWp') >qar But qain(aiWpUp') = gP\(aiWpUp') =ai and ßiWpUp'>öi. Hence 8ai is non-modular contrary to assumption.
Thus qa is simple and hence c is a simple ideal of 8".
Lemma 5.3. Let © be a Birkhoff lattice satisfying the ascending chain condition. Then if %a is modular for every a, 8" is archimedean. For by Lemma 5.1, the two decompositions give two reduced representations of a as a cross-cut of simple ideals of 8". However, since 2a is modular, B2 is satisfied and the replacement property follows from the dual of Lemma
1.3.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Mac Lane showed that E5 is equivalent to a transposition property of chains and in case covering elements exist, that is, if bZ)a, b^a, implies b' exists such that b~2)b'>a, it reduces to Bl. Thus both E6 and the requirement that each element satisfy the Birkhoff condition in the lattice of ideals are generalizations of Bl. We shall be particularly interested in the conditions under which they are equivalent. Now by Lemma 4.6, if © is a Birkhoff lattice in which the ascending chain condition holds and every three ideals covering a principal ideal generate a Boolean algebra, then each a is covered by only a finite number of ideals. However, Theorem 6.2 does not enable us to replace the Birkhoff condition in the lemma by E5 since the proof of the finiteness required the Birkhoff condition. To carry out this replacement we first replace the condition that every three ideals covering a principal ideal generate a Boolean algebra by an equivalent condition. Theorem 6.3. Let © be a Birkhoff lattice satisfying the ascending chain condition. Then every three ideals covering a principal ideal generate a Boolean algebra if and only if a\JbZ5q>aC\b implies oO q or ZO q.
Proof. Let every three ideals covering a principal ideal generate a Boolean algebra and suppose that a^JbZ)q>ar\b but a!j)q, 6j)q. Then a, by^aC\b. For if a=a(~\b, then b = aVJb~Z)q contrary to assumption. Now with b fixed let a be maximal such that öVJ6Dq>ar^ö and a^)q, o^q for some q. Let bZ)$>ar\b. Suppose a = pUaIJ)q. Then aUi=aUpU/j = ttUO(l and aC\b
ZDaC^b. Now a^a since otherwise cOp and ar\bZ^p>aC\b which is impossible. Let a( be an element of a such that a{ !j)q. Now aUöD&Dp and hence aUOp^ö = fl-Thus ax = (aVJb)f^a( 3u and a\JbZ)ai-But a^Jb^aiUbZ^a U6. Hence ai*Ub = a\JbZ}q. Also ait> q since otherwise a{ Dq. Now q~2>{aiC\b) r\qZ}a(~\b and qj^(ain6)P\q since otherwise 6Dq. Hence q>a(~}b = (air\b) C\q. By the Birkhoff condition we have qi= qW(aiP\6) >aif~\b. Since OiVJoDq we have ai*UbZ)c\i>aiHib.
Clearly aijjqi, oüpqi, and a\^a. This contradicts the maximal property of a. Hence we have pWcOqNow let aZ)pi>ar\b. pi^q since otherwise <Oq and pi?^p since otherwise ar\bZ)p>a,r\b.
Hence piWpIJ)q since every three ideals covering af~\b generate a Boolean algebra. Thus piUp~\) q for some £iEpi-Set x=p\C\a. Then aZ)xZ)aC\b and X9^a(~\b, x\Jp~X>q. Let a2 be a maximal such x. Then a2^a since aWpDq. Hence cOp2>a2 for some ideal p2. Then if p2Up3)q we have p2yjp~X>q for some £2£p2. Let a2 =aC\p2. Then <Oa2 DaOJ, a2 ^aC\b and a{ \Jp~X>q contrary to the maximal property of a2. Hence p2WpDq. Let q2 = a2Uq and p3 = a2Wp. We have a2~X>p since a~X>p and hence p2, q2, p3>a2 by the Birkhoff condition. Clearly p2VJp3 = p2Wa2VJpDa2VJq= q2. Now p25^q2 since otherwise cOq. Also q2j^p3 since otherwise a2Up3q contrary to the definition of a2. Finally p2?^p3 since a^)p. Thus p2, q2, p3 do not generate a Boolean algebra, which contradicts our hypothesis. Hence either aDq or 6Dq.
On Proof. Let X be the set of all elements x such that yZ)x, p>x, y^>p, and pWy>y for some y and p. If © is not a Birkhoff lattice, then X is non-empty by Lemma 6.1. Let a be a maximal element of X. Then 6 and p exist such that Ofl, b^)p>a and 6WpDOo, oWpy^c. Now pDpHOa and p^pHc since Axiom A is clearly a slightly stronger form of the requirement that every modular sublattice be distributive.
In Dl it was shown that under the assumption of both the ascending and descending chain conditions, this weaker condition and Bl were necessary and sufficient for unique decomposition into irreducibles. But A cannot be replaced by the requirement that every modular sublattice be distributive in Theorem 6.6 as the example of Figure 1 shows. The non-principal ideals of © are the ideals a, generated by ai, a2, az, According to Theorem 6.2, if every element of a lattice © is covered by only a finite number of ideals, then E5 implies that © is a Birkhoff lattice. We prove now an even stronger theorem, namely, under this restriction E5 implies that Bl holds in the lattice of ideals. We begin with necessary lemmas.
Lemma 6.2. Bl holds in the lattice of ideals of © if and only if a >xP\a implies x\J<x>x for every a£8 and x£©.
For if Bl holds in 8, then clearly a>x(~\a implies xWa>x. Now let ct>xna imply a\Jx>x for each a and x. Suppose that Bl does not hold in 8.
Then ideals a and b exist such that a>aC\b but ctWbDOb, aWb^c^b. Let xOb, xi^)a. Such an Xi always exists since b])a. Also since bl£>c, an element x2 exists such that x23b, x2!j)c. Finally since bWc!j)a there is an element x3 such that x3Db, x3WcZt>ct. Let x = xinx2f^x3. Then xDb, x3)u, and xWc3)u. Now OanaOanb and a^aC\x. Hence uf\s = anb and thus a>aC\x. By hypothesis then xWa>x. NowxUaDcUO* and cWx^x. Hence xWa= cWx which implies xWOa contrary to the definition of x. Hence Bl holds in 2.
Lemma 6.3. Let @ be a Birkhoff lattice. Then if a>x(~\a and xUa>x, each xC\a, a£a « covered by an infinite number of ideals.
For let a>xC^a and xWa>x.
Then clearly aCxxj^a for every aEa since otherwise xZ)<Oa and a>x^a.
Hence <Op0>aP\x for some ideal p" by such that ba'Db01. Then x\Jba Z)x\Jbai = xVJba and hence ba=bä. We thus conclude that each ideal bai of Tai is divisible by exactly one ideal b" of Ta and bai is the only ideal of Tai which is divisible by bä-het na denote the cardinal number of the set Ta. If xC\a is covered by only a finite number of ideals for some a, then na is finite for some a and hence has a minimal value for some a0. If floDaDo, then naf^nao since distinct ideals of Ta are divisible by distinct ideals of Tao. But since w0" is minimal we have «" = »",. Hence each ideal of Tat) divides exactly one ideal of Ta. Let bo be an ideal of Ta" and let ba denote the ideal of Ta divisible by b0. In general, for any a£a, let ba be the ideal of Ta divisible by xUbo. Such an ideal ba always exists since boDba' where ba'£Tanao and hence b0£ra exists such that b"Db0'. Clearly x\Jba = xtUba = xWbaDb0 and ba is unique as shown above. If © is a Birkhoff lattice in which each element is not covered by at most a finite number of ideals, then even though the ascending chain condition holds in © Bl need not be satisfied in the lattice of ideals. For example, consider the lattice diagramed in Figure 2 .
All of the elements distinct from z form an ideal a which is generated by öi, ß2, ag, ■ ■ ■ . bi, 02, bs, ■ ■ ■ clearly form an ideal 6 which divides a. Now let fOOa, c. Let yGc, y(£b. Then there exists a bi such that bi>xZ)y, x£b.
But by the method of construction there exists an integer j such that xP\bk = ak all k^j. Hence OxPibDy^bDcP>b =c-Thus c = ct and b>a. Clearly bC\ai = a and bUai = 6i. But then b>aiC\b and aiUb>0!. Hence Bl does not hold in 2. On the other hand it is readily verified that © is a Birkhoff lattice since a is the only non-principal ideal which covers a principal ideal and every element distinct from z divides a.
The number of ideals covering an element of a lattice is closely related to the number of decompositions of the element into irreducibles. We prove Theorem 6.8. Let <gibea Birkhoff lattice in which each element can be represented as a cross-cut of irreducibles. Then if an element a has a finite number of decompositions into irreducibles, 2a is finite.
Proof. Since a has only a finite number of decompositions into irreducibles, the number of components in the irreducible decompositions of a is bounded. Hence80isarchimedeanbyTheorem3. Thus %a has only a finite number of simple ideals. But by Theorem 3.2 every ideal of can be expressed as a cross-cut of simple ideals. Hence 80 is finite.
Theorems 6.7 and 6.8 give Theorem 6.9. Let © be a lattice in which every element has at least one and at most a finite number of decompositions into irreducibles.
Then © is a Birkhoff lattice if and only ifYSI is satisfied in the lattice of ideals(u).
7. Example of a Birkhoff lattice. In §3 we have shown that the existence of a decomposition into irreducibles for an element a of a modular lattice implies that 2a is archimedean.
Hence if the ascending chain condition holds, (u) Various considerations suggest that the finiteness of the number of irreducible decompositions of an element always implies the finiteness of the number of ideals covering the element, in which case Es and the finiteness of the number of decompositions would imply that © is a Birkhoff lattice. However, I have been unable to prove this. I have also been unable to prove that E6 is equivalent to the Birkhoff condition under the assumption of the ascending chain condition although this seems quite likely. 2a is archimedean for each a. Also if the ascending chain condition holds in a Birkhoff lattice and the number of components is bounded for an element a, then 2a is archimedean.
We shall construct in this section a Birkhoff lattice satisfying the ascending chain condition but containing an element a such that 2a is not archimedean.
By the above remark the number of components in the irreducible decompositions of a must be unbounded. Latin capitals A, B, C, ■ ■ will denote finite subsets of the set of positive integers 1, 2, 3, ■ ■ • . If A is such a set, let n(A) denote the number of elements in A. Small Latin letters a, b, c, ■ ■ ■ will denote positive integers. A\JB and AC\B will denote set-theoretic union and cross-cut respectively and a\Jb, aC\b are respectively the maximum and minimum of a and 6. Let © be the set of all ordered couples a={A, a} where n(A) <a together with the elements u and z. In © we define The point ideals pi, p2, • • • are not independent since the union of any infinite set is u. However, every finite set of the pt-is independent and thus generates a Boolean algebra. 2Z is not complemented.
For if p<Wa = M, then a = u and cOpi-The simple ideals of 82 are the elements of the form {A, a} where n(A) =a -l. Clearly p, cannot be represented as a cross-cut of simple ideals. Hence it is not true that every ideal of %z may be represented as a cross-cut of simple ideals. The irreducibles of © are the simple elements of 22, namely, those elements {^4, a} with »04) = a -1. Now let-<4 (be the set {l,2, • • •,* -■ • ■ ,k) 0=1, • • ■ ,k).
Then c<i= {A{, k\ is simple for each i and z=aiP\a2n
• ■ • r\ak sincê 4iP\^42P\ • • • r\Ak is null. This representation of z is clearly reduced. Hence for any positive integer k>\, z has a reduced decomposition with k components.
This example clearly indicates the complications that may arise if 2a is not archimedean even though the ascending chain condition holds in @.
8. Example of a lattice satisfying E5 which is not a Birkhoff lattice. Let 5 be the set of elements pi, pi, pz, ■ ■ • . From the set of all subsets of 5 omit those infinite sets which contain either pi or p2 but not both. Denote this set of subsets by ©. @ is clearly closed under infinite cross-cut. Since © contains a unit element, the union of any set of sets of © may be defined in terms 
